THE CLOUD

THE DEATH OF
ASSET WOES!
As the cloud reigned over his utility domain...

...over data and diodes...over voltage...

...over Python and platforms...over connections and currents...

His world grew evermore infinite every day, expanding like a business-fueled Big Bang.
MEANWHILE...

FAILURE!

THERE'S PERIL AND PANDEMONIUM AT THE LOCAL WATER UTILITY AS A VALUABLE AND VITAL ASSET...
I must use my powers to keep this pandemonium from happening all over again.

While the Cloud knew he could help his water utility friends most in this awful moment by letting them do their fixes as only they knew how...
WATCHING THE WATER UTILITY TEAM BATTLE BRAVELY AGAINST ASSET FAILURE ON SUCH A LARGE SCALE AND WIN, THE CLOUD REALIZED THAT HE COULDN'T FIND THE PREVENTION ANSWER ALONE...

LIKE THEM, HE NEEDED PARTNERS WITH UNIQUE POWERS, ONES THAT COMPLEMENTED HIS OWN...

...ONES THAT COULD MAKE HIS EVEN STRONGER

SO, FROM EVERY FAR-FLUNG CORNER OF THE UTILITY BUSINESS UNIVERSE, HE ASSEMBLED THEM...
First came IoT, a man with the amazing ability to tap into every utility device...

Then AI brought her twin winning weapons of machine learning and real-time decision making...

And finally, drone called up visualization, giving every utility team an all-seeing eye into their assets.
Together, this winning team means one thing...

Enabling predictive planning and smarter ops strategies for every utility...

The Death of Asset Woes!
OVER $155 BILLION IN UTILITY ASSETS DEPEND ON WAM!

YOU HAVE ASSET MANAGEMENT QUESTIONS. WE HAVE ASSET MANAGEMENT ANSWERS (AND ASSET MANAGEMENT EXPERTS). LET'S STREAMLINE OPS, TEASE OUT EFFICIENCIES, IMPROVE RELIABILITY AND EVOLVE YOUR ASSET PLANNING TOGETHER.
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KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR THE NEXT EXCITING ADVENTURE OF THE CLOUD!
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